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Pirate Galleon
Charlie Small 2: Perfumed Pirates of Perfidy
Cowboy Small
Something happened to Charlie when he was just eight years old. He went on a
journey - and he's been trying to get back for over four hundred years! Crumbs!
Charlie is about to be devoured by deadly dinosaurs. Will he and his piggy pals
survive this deadly game of life and death? And will Charlie EVER get safely back
home? EVIL GENIUSES, MECHANICAL MONSTERS, FOREST SPRITES No adventure is
too BIG for Charlie Small!

I Am Too Absolutely Small for School
Purports to be the journal of an eight-year-old boy explorer who has, miraculously,
lived for over four hundred years, travelling the earth, fighting giant crocodiles,
learning to speak with gorillas, and trying to find a way to return home.
Simultaneous.
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The Amazing Adventures of Charlie Small (400)
At the end of his fifth journal, Charlie Small rocketed out of the strange and dark
Underworld, over desert sands and a snowy white mountain range. With a table
cloth over his head and a cushion strapped round his bottom, Charlie parachuted
right into the middle of a small, swampy island. Clutching a mainly blank map
that's supposed to help him find the infamous Jakeman, he sets off for the next
island, only to find himself face to face with a slimy, stinking, roaring swamp
monster . . . Will Charlie manage to slip through its gloopy claws?

Charlie Small: Frostbite Pass
Something happened to Charlie when he was just eight years old. He went on a
journey - and he's been trying to get back for over four hundred years!Crumbs!
Charlie is about to be devoured by deadly dinosaurs. Will he and his piggy pals
survive this dead

Charlie's Girl
"Prepare to be utterly amazed by the latest instalment of Charlie Small's incredible
yet 100% true adventures. At the end of his fifth journal, Charlie Small rocketed
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out of the strange and dark Underworld and over desert sands and a snowy white
mountain range. With a table cloth over his head and a cushion strapped round his
bottom, Charlie parachuted right into the middle of a small, swampy island.
Clutching a mainly blank map that's supposed to help him find the infamous
Jakeman, he sets off for the next island, only to find himself face to face with a
slimy, stinking, roaring swamp monster . . . Will Charlie manage to slip through its
gloopy claws? Can he figure out Jakeman's map and finally find out how to get
home? And what are these rumours we've heard of a terrible tribe of weird warriors
and a mysterious hairy traveller from the North? Only by reading Charlie's sixth
journal will you find out . . .

Peanuts: A Charlie Brown Christmas Wooden Collectible Set
Charlie's Girl is a glimpse at life in a Midwest farm community in the memorable
'40s and the wonder years of the '50s. It is filled with boundless memories, stories,
and vintage photos about growing up on a small farm with four brothers, three
sisters, and hardworking parents. Life was simpler, kids had fewer rules, played
outside, and had adventures with family and friends. There are tales about helping
with farm crops, adventures with all the animals on the farm, comical encounters
with chickens, attending a one-room country school, shopping at local stores and
happenings in the rural town of Cambridge, the arrival of TV on the farm, and
being a teen-ager in the '50s. It is an appealing look back at a childhood that was
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both unlike and similar in ways to a childhood of today. It was a fantastic time to
be young.

Charlie Small: Forest of Skulls
A continuation of the purported journal of a young adventurer who joins a gang,
the Daredevil Desperados of Destiny, in the Old West to help capture Horatio Ham
and his gunslingers, and finds himself drawn into a gunfight.

2020 Kid's Calendar: a Great Year for Charlie Small Book
Edition
A continuation of the purported journal of an eight-year-old adventurer, as he faces
myriad strange creatures in the underground world of Subterranea.

My Especially Busy Box of Books
ORIGINALLY PUBLISHED AS: THE DAREDEVIL DESPERADOS OF DESTINY This fourth
volume of Charlie Small's journal was found by one of our editors propped behind a
bottle at the back of a dusty bar in the valley where Charlie was last seen, and it's
full of more adventures than ever! Having escaped the clutches of the evil Puppet
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Master, Charlie joins The Daredevil Desperados of Destiny, whose sole aim is to get
rid of the outrageous outlaw, Horatio Ham. Charlie, aka The Lariat Kid, brings down
Ham's posse of gunslingers, takes part in a daring bank raid, is caught up in a
ferocious gunfight, lands up in jail, and is about to be sacrificed to The Great Bird
of Death. Can Charlie possibly escape?

Charlie Small: The Puppet Master's Prison
Whisked away by his old adversaries, the Perfumed Pirates of Perfidy, Charlie is put
to work aboard their new galleon. Held captive and forced to raid an unsuspecting
ship with the bloodthirsty crew, Charlie is sure things can t get much worse& Until
the

Charlie Small: Planet of the Gerks
FIRST PUBLISHED AS: THE PERFUMED PIRATES OF PERFIDY No one knows the full
story of Charlie Small. At least, not yet. His original battered journal was found
washed up on a remote, windswept shore in the north of England. This second
volume was found encased in ice, high on a glacial plateau in the Himalayas. It
details even more remarkable deeds and thrilling acts aboard the Betty Rae with
the dastardly lady-pirates of perfidy - and a lot more besides.
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Charlie Small: The Underworld
The fourth amazing, astonishing, all-action adventure journal of Charlie Small!
Having escaped the clutches of the evil Puppet Master, Charlie joins Wild Bob
France’s gang, the Daredevil Desperados of Destiny, whose sole aim is to get rid of
the outrageous outlaw Horatio Ham and his band of hired gunslingers. Charlie, aka
the Lariat Kid, brings down Ham’s posse of gunslingers, takes part in a daring bank
raid, is caught up in a ferocious gunfight, lands up in jail, and is about to be
sacrificed to the Great Bird of Death. Will Charlie escape? Will Ham be defeated?
Only by reading Charlie’s extraordinary diaries will you find out!

Charlie Small: The Mummy's Tomb
Prepare to be utterly amazed by the latest instalment of Charlie Small's incredible
yet 100% true adventures. On his way to Jakeman's factory, Charlie is grabbed by
Tristram Twitch, who sends him off on three dangerous errands. Charlie must find
a pearl from the giant oyster beds of the Pangaean Ocean, a diamond-encrusted
tiara from a mummified corpse, and a gold quill from the back of the extremely
rare golden porcupine of Mayapazan. AND he has to befriend his old enemy, Thrak
the gorilla along the way! If he doesn't succeed, Jakeman will be fed to a maneating barracuda - and Charlie will NEVER get back home!
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Charlie Small 5: Charlie in the Underworld
2020 KID'S CALENDAR: A GREAT YEAR FOR CHARLIE SMALL BOOK EDITION is a
colorful "first" calendar for a young child. It features a variety of engaging, childcentered, seasonal images, as well as Charlie's name on each month's calendar.
Children will love developing their fine motor skills by cutting and gluing more than
200 icons included to mark special days throughout the year! Or, they may use
stickers, crayons, colored pens or pencils to add important dates, notes, and
events on each month's calendar grid. Why not put this calendar in an area where
parent and child can reinforce calendar features and skills taught in preschool and
kindergarten? This calendar makes a great birthday, Christmas, or Easter gift.

The Daredevil Desperados of Destiny
Charlie Small’s fifth journal describes his adventures in a strange subterranean
world. Help! Charlie is trapped miles below the earth’s surface in the utterly
unbelievable UNDERWORLD. Will he ever escape? Read this journal to find out!
You’ll also discover . . . • How he escaped a hair-raising encounter with a terrifying
Troglodite! • What to do if you get trapped in the web of a spitting Spidion! • Why
the king of Subterranea is so blooming miserable! Middle graders, especially boys,
will connect with this next installment about the boy adventurer who has been
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traveling for 400 years!

The Barbarous Brigands of Frostbite Pass
FIRST PUBLISHED AS: THE PUPPET MASTER No one knows the full story of Charlie
Small. At least, not yet. His original battered journal was found washed up on a
remote, windswept shore in the north of England. Now, a third instalment has been
tracked down and salvaged from beneath the seat of a bus shelter in Pimlico.
Having finally escaped from the perfidious pirates, Charlie travels through icy
waters and hair-raising mountains and encounters man-eating bats, a wolf whose
bark is worse than his bite, and ultimately finds himself ensnared by the evil
Puppet Master, a figure of pure unadulterated evil. Will Charlie manage to escape
his clutches, or will he remain a puppet for ever, never to adventure again?

Forest of Skulls
In the fifth journal found by us, the lucky and smug publisher, we learn that Charlie
Small has become embroiled in an underworld from his nightmares . . . Previously,
Charlie had bumped into the infamous Jakeman -- but when the mad professor was
dragged down into the Underworld, Charlie had to follow - otherwise, how would he
discover how to get back to his mum and dad? This latest adventure takes him into
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an unreal darkened world, where anything is possible. But will Charlie Small ever
find a way out, or will he be trapped underground forever . . . ?

Charlie Small : Gorilla City
Charlie has this little sister Lola. Lola is always very extremely busy. Join her as she
and Charlie giggle their way through a typical fun-packed Charlie and Lola-ish kind
of day, from early morning to late at night! With four mini board books ideal for
little hands to hold, featuring extremely good and new Charlie and Lola stories in a
sturdy presentation slipcase, this is a perfect gift for your little one!

Gorilla City
This is a powerful dramatisation of Daniel Keyes's perceptive and sad novel.
Charlie is a retarded adult who desperately wants to be able to read and write. He
undergoes a brain operation which increases his intelligence. Yet such an operation
begs many questions--can Charlie's emotional development keep pace with the
intellectual? How do the psychiatrists and psychologists view Charlie--as a man or
as the subject of an experiment like the mouse, Algernon? And the biggest
question of all--will the operation be successful?
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The Perfumed Pirates of Perfidy
Cowboy Small takes good care of his horse, Cactus. In return, Cactus helps Cowboy
Small get work done on the range. Together they round up cattle for branding and
live the good life. At night, Cowboy Small eats at the chuck wagon, sings with his
friends, and sleeps under the stars.

Charlie Small: Destiny Mountain
Something happened to Charlie when he was just eight years old. He went on a
journey - and he's been trying to get back for over four hundred years! Yippee!
Charlie is finally on his way home! But first he has to tackle a horrible hairy yeti,
dodge crazy tumbleweed spiders and navigate the bustling metropolis of Fortune
City. And all with his archenemy hot on his heels. YIKES! GADGETS, INVENTIONS,
MONSTROUS CREATURES, EVIL VILLAINS No adventure is too BIG for Charlie Small!

Charlie Small : the Perfumed Pirates of Perfidy
Newbery Medalist Christopher Paul Curtis brings his trademark humor and heart to
the story of a boy struggling to do right in the face of history's cruelest evils.
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The Play of Daniel Keyes' Flowers for Algernon
No one knows the full story of Charlie Small. At least, not yet. His battered journal
was found washed up on a remote, windswept shore. And at first we thought it an
elaborate hoax. Surely no 8-year-old could have had so many wild adventures,
witnessed so many extraordinary things, lived such an incredible life–and still only
be eight. And yet . . . there was something so vivid in the telling that we were
persuaded to send the journal and some of its boggling content for analysis. And
only one conclusion could be drawn. Everything in the journal of Charlie Small is
true! In his first adventure, Gorilla City, Charlie wrestles a deadly river croc, rides a
steam-powered rhino, and becomes tribal chief in a city of gorillas.

Charlie Small: Land Of The Remotosaurs
When Lola is worried about starting school, her older brother Charlie reassures her.

Charlie Small: Land of the Remotosaurs
No one knows the full story of Charlie Small. His battered journal was found
washed up on a remote, windswept shore. And at first we thought it an elaborate
hoax. Surely no eight-year-old could have had so many wild adventures, witnessed
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so many extraordinary things, lived such an incredible life - and still only be eight.
And yet . . . there was something so vivid in the telling, that we were persuaded to
send the journal for analysis. The results were absolutely astonishing. Everything in
the journal of Charlie Small is true. He really has wrestled a deadly river croc,
ridden a steam-powered rhino and been tribal chief in a city of gorillas. And
countless other things besides. And . . . not only that . . . even though Charlie Small
is only eight, he must have lived for over four hundred years!

Charlie Small 3: The Puppet Master
" With this comprehensive guide, you will get a complete run-through of everything
you need to know before you submit your case to court. The book includes a
checklist of things you need to look for before filing a claim, information on how
the courts work, and all of the legal jargon--defined--that will be thrown around
during the process. You will learn how to state a claim in formal documents and
whether your case has a chance of win[n]ing. Different approaches to more than
15 different kinds of small claims cases are provided, along with the limitations on
monetary compensation and methods for calculating your own limit. Different legal
procedures for bringing legal action against individuals, couples, businesses, and
corporations are also provided"--Cover, p. 4.
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Charlie Small 4:The Daredevil Desperados of Destiny
Gentleman adventurer Nick Ward has tracked down a third installment of Charlie
Small’s incredible life story. The battered journal was found beneath the seat of a
bus shelter in Pimlico. Passed into the hands of a collector of dubious repute, it
took swift work from Nick to prevent the story from vanishing forever! Having
finally escaped from the perfidious pirates, Charlie travels though icy waters and
hair-raising mountains and encounters man-eating bats, a wild dog whose bark is
worse than his bite, and ultimately finds himself ensnared by the evil Puppet
Master, a figure of pure unadulterated evil. Will Charlie manage to escape his
clutches, or will he remain a puppet forever, never to adventure again? Charlie
Small is a keen amateur explorer. His interests include climbing trees, collecting
things, playing computer games, and football. He also enjoys conversing in the
secret language of the gorillas. His present whereabouts is unknown, but we
understand that he’s hoping to be home in time for tea.

The Enemy
No one knows the full story of Charlie Small. At least, not yet. His original battered
journal was found washed up on a remote, windswept shore in the north of
England. This second volume was found encased in ice, high on a glacial plateau in
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the Himalayas. It details even more remarkable deeds and thrilling acts aboard the
Jolly Roger with the dastardly lady-pirates of perfidy - and a lot more besides.

Charlie Small: Gorilla City
In the wake of a devastating disease, everyone sixteen and older is either dead or
a decomposing, brainless creature with a ravenous appetite for flesh. Teens have
barricaded themselves in buildings throughout London and venture outside only
when they need to scavenge for food. The group of kids living a Waitrose
supermarket is beginning to run out of options. When a mysterious traveler arrives
and offers them safe haven at Buckingham Palace, they begin a harrowing journey
across London. But their fight is far from over???the threat from within the palace
is as real as the one outside it. Full of unexpected twists and quick-thinking heroes,
The Enemy is a fast-paced, white-knuckle tale of survival in the face of
unimaginable horror.

Charlie Small: The Final Showdown
Charlie in the Underworld
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Something happened to Charlie when he was just eight years old. He went on a
journey - and he's been trying to get back for over four hundred years! Crikey!
Poor Charlie is trapped on a wind-swept, rain-lashed moor with every single one of
his blood-thirstiest enemies out to get him. Can Charlie outwit them all? And will he
EVER get safely back home? EVIL GENIUSES, MECHANICAL MONSTERS, FOREST
SPRITES No adventure is too BIG for Charlie Small!

Charlie Small: The Hawk's Nest
Something happened to Charlie when he was just eight years old. He went on a
journey - and he's been trying to get back for over four hundred years! EVIL
GENIUSES, MECHANICAL MONSTERS, FOREST SPRITES No adventure is too BIG for
Charlie Small!

Chasm of the Killer Bees
Presents the continuation of the purported journal of a young adventurer who is
now trapped aboard a ship with a crew of frightening female pirates. Simultaneous.

Charlie Small 1: Gorilla City
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This title is part of Bug Club, the first whole-school reading programme to combine
books with an online reading world to teach today's children to read. In this Year 4
Grey B (NC level 4c) fiction novel Something happened to Charlie when he was just
eight years old. He went on a journey - and he's been trying to get home for over
FOUR HUNDRED YEARS! Creeping crustaceans! First Charlie is chased by giant
crabs, and then has to fight a swarm of killer bees. Will he triumph, and how will he
get out of the bottomless chasm? GADGETS, INVENTIONS, MONSTROUS
CREATURES, EVIL VILLAINS . . . No adventure is too BIG for Charlie Small.

How to Win Your Case in Small Claims Court Without a Lawyer
Whisked away by his old adversaries, the Perfumed Pirates of Perfidy, Charlie is put
to work aboard their new galleon. Held captive and forced to raid an unsuspecting
ship with the bloodthirsty crew, Charlie is sure things can't get much worse Until
the pirates spot an enormous blunt-headed, sharp-toothed whale. A terrible battle
ensues as the pirates try to harpoon the beast and Charlie tries his best to stop
them. Will Charlie and the whale escape from the evil pirate crew's clutches? And,
more importantly, will Charlie Small EVER find his way home?

The Journey of Little Charlie (National Book Award Finalist)
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Charlie Small’s second journal of his adventures was found encased in ice, high on
a glacial plateau in the Himalayas. It details even more remarkable deeds and
thrilling acts aboard the Jolly Roger with the dastardly lady-pirates of perfidy–and a
lot more besides. Charlie Small is a keen amateur explorer. His interests include
climbing trees, collecting things, playing computer games, and football. He also
enjoys conversing in the secret language of the gorillas. His present whereabouts
is unknown, but we understand that he’s hoping to be home in time for tea.

Charlie Small: Pirate Galleon
Something happened to Charlie when he was just eight years old. He went on a
journey - and he's been trying to get back for over four hundred years! Yikes!
Charlie has been whisked into outer space. Get ready for alien encounters and a
totally cosmic adventure. Will Charlie EVER get safely back home? GADGETS,
INVENTIONS, MONSTROUS CREATURES, EVIL VILLAINS No adventure is too BIG for
Charlie Small!

The Final Showdown
The classic holiday special about Charlie Brown and his search for the real meaning
of Christmas is now available in a new innovative mini kit format. This collectible
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kit includes an illustrated 10-piece wooden set of the Peanuts gang gathered
around the Christmas tree, along with an illustrated two-sided backdrop to bring
the final scene to vibrant life. Also included is a 32-page mini book with quotes and
illustrations from the beloved animated special.
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